
Search Engines for the Web

An Overview

• Arasu et al: Searching the Web. ACM Trans. Internet Technology, 1, 2001.

• Brin and Page: The Anatomy of a Large-Scale Hypertextual Web Search

Engine. 7th Int. WWW conference, 1998
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Information Retrieval

• Process data, build index

• Query the index:
– Find all documents relevant to query
– Rank documents, show most relevant first

Classic Information Retrieval (IR):

Methods developed for small to medium sized
homogeneous collections of text documents.

Examples: Scientific document collections, news
collections, libraries.
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IR on the Web

Difficulties:

• Documents not local.

• Documents very heterogeneous.

• Documents constantly changing in contents and number.

• Very large document collection (billions of documents, total
size measured in Terabytes).
– Storage and performance are important issues.

Distribution and parallelism necessary.
– Many (e.g. 100.000) relevant documents for most

queries. Good ranking methods are essential.

Advantages:

• Extra structure on document collection: links.
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Further Challenges of the Web

• Many near-duplicate documents (30%)

• Users heterogeneous and impatient. Advanced search
interfaces not viable.

• How to search and index non-text documents.
– Multimedia contents.
– Database interfaces.

This course: only consider text documents.
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Basic Tasks of Search Engines

Gather data:

• Web crawling (traversal of the web graph). Repeat: Follow
link, store doc, parse doc, extract new links.

Index data:

• Store documents.

• Inverted file: for all words, list docs where they occur.

• Lexicon: index over words in inverted file.

Search data:

• Retrieve docs with query words.

• Rank retrieved docs.
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General Structure

them agree that over a billion pages are available. Given that the average size of a Web page is around

5–10K bytes, just the textual data amounts to at least tens of terabytes. The growth rate of the Web

is even more dramatic. According to [41, 42], the size of the Web has doubled in less than two years,

and this growth rate is projected to continue for the next two years.

Aside from these newly created pages, the existing pages are continuously updated [52, 58, 24, 17].

For example, in our own study of over half a million pages over 4 months [17], we found that about 23%

of pages changed daily. In the .com domain 40% of the pages changed daily, and the half-life of pages

is about 10 days (in 10 days half of the pages are gone, i.e., their URLs are no longer valid). In [17], we

also report that a Poisson process is a good model for Web page changes. Later in Section 2, we will

show how some of these results can be used to improve search engine quality.

In addition to size and rapid change, the interlinked nature of the Web sets it apart from many

other collections. Several studies aim to understand how the Web’s linkage is structured and how that

structure can be modeled [11, 5, 2, 36, 17]. One recent study, for example, suggests that the link

structure of the Web is somewhat like a “bow-tie” [11]. That is, about 28% of the pages constitute a

strongly connected core (the center of the bow tie). About 22% form one of the tie’s loops: these are

pages that can be reached from the core but not vice versa. The other loop consists of 22% of the pages

that can reach the core, but cannot be reached from it. (The remaining nodes can neither reach the

core nor can be reached from the core.)

Figure 1: General search engine architecture

Before we describe search engine techniques, it is useful to understand how a Web search engine is
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[From: Arasu et al.,
Searching the Web]
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Specific Example

Google:
(1998)

[From:
Brin and Page,
Anatomy of. . . ]
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(Simple) PageRank

Idea 1: Link to page = recommandation.

Idea 2 : Recommandations by important pages should have
larger weight.

Recursive def:
r(i) =

∑

j∈B(i)

r(j)/N(j)

B(i) = pages pointing to page i,
N(j) = outdegree of page j.

~r = A~r

A = normalized adjacency matrix for web graph.
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